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SUMMARY

Scopo:

This routino unannounced inspection was conducted in the areas of inservice
inspection (ISI)-observation of work activities, review of proceduros, and review of
data and evaluations associated with Units 1 and 2 foodwater nozzio to transition
ploco cracks, review of radiographs for plant modifications, followup on TVA
corrective action quality toport (CAOR) 500-900054, Bullotin 87 02 followup, and
indopendent inspection of crosion/ corrosion wold repairs.

,

Results:

During this inspection the licensoo identified significant programmatic weaknesses
in the iSI program which combined with minimal ultrasonic oxaminor ovaluation
techniques resulted in the failuro to dotect thormal fati uo cracking prior to0
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a through wall crack f ailure on the Unit 1 loop 3 steam 9enerator feedwater nozzle
to transition wold. Radio 0raphic oxamination of all ei ht feodwater nozzio to0
transition piece welds apparent on Units 1 and 2 revealed that this was not an
isolated instanco sinco significant cracking was discovered on four additional
nozzle to transition welds (apparent Violation 50-327,328/92-09 01, Failuro of
Ultrasonic Examiners to Discern Crack from Weld Root Geometry, paragraph 2 ).
The inspectors' audit of other special processes also revealed other similar
weaknesses: Apparont (Violation 50-327,328/92 09 02, Inadequato Procedural
Requirements for Repair and Replacement Activities, paragraph 4, Apparent
Violation 50 327,328/92-09 04, Failure to Follow Procedure for Placement of Lead
Letter "F" on Radiographic Film, paragraph 3, inspector Followup Item 50-
327,328/92 09-03, Improper surf aco Preparation for Ultrasonic Examination of
Erosion / Corrosion Weld Overlay Repairs, paragraph 5 ). While areas of significant
concern were identified during inspection, the inspector also noted areas of
v.xcellenco such as management and investination teams' aggressive ef forts to
discern facts, in order to effectively manage correctivo action. Personnel
contacted during this audit were professional and knowledgeable in their areas of
responsibility.

Within the areas examined, no deviations woro observed.

_
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REPORT DETAILS |
|

1. Persons Contacted j
'

Licensoo Employcos

'R. Boockon, Plant Manager
*G. Bolow,-ISI Program Manager !

'J. Bynum, Vico President of Nuclear Operations ,

*M. Cooper, Site Licensing Manager !

*M. Cutlip, Sito Coordinator
*D. Goetcheus, Outogo Support Manager.

_ '
!

'S Johnson, Sito_ OA Technical Support Manager
'N Kazanas, Vice President of Completion and Assuranco
'P. Lydon, Operation Manager
'J. Maciejowski, Quality Assuranco Manager

- *M, Meado. Compliance Licensing Engineer-
,

'W. Pruott, Jr. Monitoring Manager
*R, Rausch, Modification Manager
'R.-Rogers, Technical Support Manager

'*J.- Smith, Regulatory Licensing Manager-
'R. Thompson, Complianco Licensing Manager

_

'P. Trudel, Engincoring Manager
'M. Turnbow, Manager, inservice Operations '

'W. Vanosdale, Maintenance Programs Manager ;

'J. Ward, Engincoring and Modifications Manager
*N. Wolch, Operations Units 1 and 2 Manager
*J,' Wilson, Sito Vice President -

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included
craftsman, engincors, technicians and administrativo personnel.

Other Organizations <

.V. Morton, Southwest Rosearch Instituto, Lovel lli Examinor .

S. Walhor, Electric Power Research Instituto, Consultant

*

NRC Resident inspectors

*B. Holland, Sonior Resident. Inspector
'R. McWhorter, Resident inspector
S. Shaffer, Resident inspector >

,
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2. Cracks on Steam Generator Foodwater Nozzio to Transition Ring Wolds Units
1 & 2 (73050. 73753, 73755 & 92700)

.

On March ;9,1992, with Unit 1 in Modo 3, hot standby, Unit 1 control
,

room roccived a high levol alarm ior the reactor building pocket sump and
3

dispatched oporations personnel to containmont to investigate the problom. ,

At approximately the same timo, TVA personnot performing inspoctions in |

the lower ice condonsor bays observed water streaming from the area of the
No. 3 steam generator (S/G)inside the polar crano wall. They immodlatoly

,

'ratified operations. A subsequont inspection revealed a through wall crack
in the foodwater nozzlo wold to transition picco of the No. 3 S/G,

,

Radiographic examination (RT) of all eight nozzios for Units 1 and 2 showed ;

that five out of the eight nozz os had significant cracking.

On March 23,1992, the inspector arrived at the Soquoyah sito and af ter |.

being briefod by the licensoo as to their plans to cut out and perform '

motallurgical examinations on the Unit 3 nozzle to transition wold and
transitior. to albow wold, the inspector decided to perform an ultrasonic
examination on the foodwater nozzlo to transition wold on S/G 4. This was
the other Unit 1 wold on which RT had identified significant cracking.
Accompanied by two TVA Lovel ill ultrasonic examinors, the inspector ,,

conducted half nodo shour wavo examinations of the wold in question and
discovered tignificant reflectors at the too of tho wold on both sidos of tho +

pipe. A Licensoo Lovell!l then sized the indications with a refracted :

longitudinal wave transducer and found the indications to be approximately
50% through wall in addition to the major crack reflectors, other lower
amplitudo reflectors woro noted in the base matorial adjacent to the wold on
the transition ring. No attempt was mado to layout or sizo those indications
since they were of minor consequence. Based on the responso of the crack
reflectors, it was difficult at this point to believe that examiners had
inspected this wold 5 months earlier and had dispositioned the reflectors as
root geometry without conducting supplomontal oxaminations utilizing

,

refracted longitudinal wave transducers to datormino whether the reflectors
had any through wall dimensions.

I On March 24, the inspector visited TVA's metallurgical laboratory to review
the specimens of the failed wold. The rosults woro consistent with the
findings reported by_licensoos in responso to examinations performed in '

- ---- - accordance with NRC Bulletin 7913. The cause of the cracking was >

attributed to stressos induced by thermal stratification of the watu in the '
pipe when using the relatively cold auxiliary foodwater in Modo 3 operation.
In addition to significant cracking noted at the baso metal to wold metal ;
interface for the nozzio to transition wold, the transition ring had multiple
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circumferential cracking of loss magnitudo on the baso material betwoon tho
two wolds of the transition ring. Discussions with the chief metallurgist also
established that the cracks appeared to be slow in propa0atin0 thiough the
raotal. This information also appears to establish that f ailure to datoct
those indications as cracks was an inspection failuro and not a plant
operation problem sinco all of the nozzles on Units 1 & 2 had boon examined
several times durin0 the timo period that it would havo taken for the cracks

' 'o grow.

The inspector then concentrated his investigation on the examination,

proceduros and the previous inspection data. This review revoaled that
~

,

although an onhanced procedure was used that would have allowed
recommendations provided by the Electric Power Roscarch Institute (EPRI).

for the detection of intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) and
considorod by industry to be the stato of the art in ultrasonic crack detection
and ovaluation, the proceduto also had enough latitudo to allow the very'

minimal of ASME Code requirements to be used.

Review of the previous examinations reports revealed that the examinations
woro conducted using the very minimal of Codo requirements durin0 the
NRC Bulletin 7913 examinations and overy outage since, in each of thoso
examinations root geometry was reported which established a mind set in

e

the ovaluation process sinco the examincts woro D von tho examination datai

from the previous examinations prior to portormin0 an examination. in
addition, this allowod 1979 ultrasonic techniques to be transferred to tho
next inspection rather than usin0 the present enhanced techniques for crack,

detection and evaluation.
~

,

As a result of the abovo reviews, and discussions with cognizant engincors
and plant management, the inspcctor concluded that the following
programmatic weaknesses resulted in the failure to identify geometric
indications as cracks.

There was no integrated ovaluation of all f actors which impacted*

selection of the most offectivo examination techniquo for the nozzio
wolds. No single organization (contact) was cognizant of all the

u following factors: (1) the nozzlo wolds on both units had excooded
'

the fatigue factor of 1 in 1988, (2) the actual batch food operation of
the auxiliary foodwater and its impact on cyclic thermal fatiguo, (3)
the techniques other PWR utilities woro using to inspect and identify
cracking, (4) the condition of the surf ace areas bein0 inspected, and
(5) stress points of the materials in the nozzlo, wold, and transition
piece.*

U
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Tho wold re-enforcement on the foodwater nozzlo to transition and*

transition to olbow had not boon ground such that it was conductivo ;

in each caso to the proforted UT method,1.o.. a half nodo examination I
techniquo. This was the situation primarily on Unit 2, however the
loss offectivo one and one half nodo technique from one sido of tho |
wold was used on both units, The fundamental problem with this
techniquo is that v Ith the changos in thickness and geometry of tho ,

nozzio, the transition ploco, and the elbow all within 4 inchos, thoro, ;

woro no parallel surfaces on the insido diamotor of the pipo for tho
sound to bounco from; thorofore, thoto was decreased accuracy when

,

plotting the indications for ovaluation. In addition, when the ono and
one half nodo examination technique is used, and the scanning is from
the nozzle and the elbow surfaces, the crack reflectors como up as a
singlo reflector with the root geometry signni, sinco nearly all of thei

significant cracking occurred on the transition sido of the wold at the
base metal / wold metal interf ace. TVA's lGSCC proceduro N UT-18i
Paragraph 8.1.1 states that, " Examination surfaces shall be froo of

3
,

irregularities, loose foreign material. or coatings which interfero with
sound transmission to the point of test degradation. Tho wold crown
should be ground flush whero practical to provido adoquato scarch
unit coupling for examinations performod from the wold surfaco".
Since the two wolds on the transition mo only 1/2 inch apart on the
outer pipo surfaco this critoria would be applicable and more practical
than the technique used.

The examination proceduro (N UT-18, paragraph 4.2,6) requires that,*
,

a TVA levol111 has to give approvalin order for an examinor to uso
supplomontal angles or different wave modo transducers to ovaluato
an indication. Simply changing to a sizing transducer (refracted
longitudinal wave) would have confirmed the indications as cracks.

Thore was complaconey of Lovel 11 and 111 examinors. Mindsot of the*

levol|| oxaminors was caused by giving out the results of the previous
examination and allowing the oxaminor to soo that root geometry had
boon documented for the indications in question. The inspector found -

only one case where the Lovelill went out to evaluato the root1

geometry call (Unit 1 Locp 2 which was not cracked). Tho examinor
then used the results ho obtained to cont.lude that the root geometry
calls on the two locps that woro cracked woro also satisfactory.

The licensoo was notified that the failure of oxaminors to identify the cracks
in the foodwater nozzlos wolds was caused by programmatic weaknesses
that did not provido direction for aggressivo resolution of the indications and
that this failure was an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Critoria

.

1
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IX, which states in part, that measures shall bo established to assure that
special processes including nondostructive testing are controlled and

,

; accomplished in accordanco with applicable codes, critoria, and other special I

requiromonts in addition 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Critoria 11, states in part,
that the quality assurario program shall take into account the nood for >

special controls, processos, tost equipment, and skills to attair' the required
,

quality. The apparent violation was reported as 50 327,328/92 09 01,
Failure of Ultrasonic Examinors to Discern Crack from Wold Root Goomotry"4

1
-

On April 3,1992 TVA managt;mont and NRC mot in the Atlanta Regional I

Offico to discuss TVA's foodwater nozzio findings, replacement plans,
,

wolding processos, and the basis for the selection of TVA's expanded '

'

inspection population. Eightoon wolds had boon selected to best represent
unique or abnormal conditions such as, other wolds which could exporlonco |
thermal stratification, previously examined wolds with recordablo root i

Doometry, and wolds identified as problems at other plants and had boon
reported in NRC Bulletins or Information Noticos. NRC concluded that TVA's !

!ovaluation of the failuro was satisfactory and that the samplo of wolds to be
re-examined should challengo the ovaluation process to datormino its
integrity.

,

On April 6,1992, the inspector arrived back at the Sequoyah plant to review
the examination data packages on tho eightoon wolds. During tho
int.poctors' review two wolds stood out as possiblo problems (Wold
No. CVCS 213 and CVCS 246). Both wolds had boon sofocted because
they addressed cracking due to thermal stratification prob! oms reported in
NRC Bullotin 88-08.- Tho inspector noted that the previous examinations of
those wolds had reported root geometry at the 50% DAC level and 55%
DAC lovel and that the indications plotted at the near sido of the root. .

However, the present examinations did not record any root geometry.
Discussions with TVA's Lovellli examinor revealed that the examinor had
boon questioned concerning the difference and had stated that he had soon

iroot geometry but it was not 50% DAC so by proceduto he was not required
to record the reflectors. The inspectors' review of other wolds examined by

,

the same examinor revealed he had in fact recorded reflectors loss than 50%
DAC and evaluated them as root geometry.- The inspector was also
concerned that the examinor was making the ovaluation that a reflector was

--root geometry and not crack when the ability of examinors to make this - ?

distinction was questionablo as a result of the miscalls on the foodwater
nozzios. The inspector suggestod that the TVA Lovel ill and himself go in
containment and investigate the differences. The inspector was told that
the scaffolding had boon torn down and that re inspection was impossible at
this time. This reply was unsatisfactory and senior management was

!
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notified of the inspectors' concern with the examination differences. Sontor
management immediately took the nocessary actions to havo the scaffolding >

rebuilt and the wold examined. Tho ro-examination established that the low ;

lovelindication was probably low lovel root geometry. Howevor, now tho i

licensoo has a base lino on the indications so that if they woro miscalled the
growth differencos could bo monitored. [

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was identiflod with tho
exception of the apparent violation identified ,

abovo, [

3. Review of Radiographic Film for Plant Modification Wolds Units 1 and 2 <

(57090)
!
'

The inspector reviewod radiographs of plant modification wolds on tho
Residual Hoat Removal system._ Those Class 2 wolds woro performed in
accordance with TVA's Radio 0raphic Proceduro NRT-1, Rov.10. Tho ,

American Socloty of Mechanical Engincors (ASME) Boiler and Prossuro
Vessel (B&PV) Codo,1986 edition, was applicable. Radiographs for the
following wolds woro examined to datormine whether they woro preparod,
ovaluated, and maintainod in accordance with tho approved proceduro.

Mnit 1 WoldlD No. Unit 2 WoldlD No.

1 RHR 38A 2 RHR 221
1 RHR 38C 2 RHR 228
1 RHR-38D 2 RHR 223

-1 RHR-38E 2 RHR 227
1 RHR 56E 2 RHR 229 ,

1 RHR 56A * 2 RHR-233
1 RHR 56D * 2 RHR 224
1 RHR 798 * 2 RHR 232
1 RHR-79C * 2 RHR 231
1 RHR 79E - * 2 RHR 226

The inspectors' review of the abovo radiographs revoated that the
'

radiographic quality and examinors' ovaluation of the Unit 1 radiographs
was very good. However, the inspectors' review of the Unit 2 radiographs
revealed the radiographor had placed the lead letter "F" (which indicatos a -
film sido penetramotor) on the ponotramotor. Radiographs for the five wolds
indicated with an astorisk above, had the "F" placed so close to the 4T hole
that it tended to mask the inspuctors' resolution of the holo, in addition the
"F" had been glued in a position where the lower horizonallog of the "F"
was pointing at the hoto. This gave the porception that the radiographer

i

i
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was trying to enhanco this lightly defined holo by establishing a pointer to
aid in its detection when reviewed for acceptanco by the film interprotor.
After very careful review the inspector concluded that the essential 4T hole
could bo soon on at least one film in each packago thoroforo not
necessitating the nood to ro-radiograph any of the wolds. TVA's
radiographic proceduro NRT-1, paragraph 7.8.1 required that a load lottor
"F" be adjacont to the penetramotor. This is not in accordanco with the
1986 ASME Codo which states that, "A load lottor "F" at loast as high as
the ponotramotor identification numbers shall be placed adjacent to or on the
panotromotor, but shall not mask the ossential holo". The radiographic
supervisor in reviewing this problem found the ponotramotor with tho "F"

i

glued in the area of interest and discarded it. In addition, the supervisor |
issued a tomporary change to NRT 1 to have it revised to moet the 1986 '

Codo requirements for penotramotor placement. The inspector notified the
licensco that failure of tho examinor to follow the requiromonts of the
proceduro that he was using on apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Critoria V, and was reported as Apparent Violation No. 50 327,328/92- !

09 04, " Failuro to Follow Proceduto for Placomont of Load Lottor "F" on
Radiographic Film.

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was observed with the
exception of'the Apparont Violation noted in tho above paragraph.

,

4. Followup on Uconsoo identiflod Correctivo Action Quality Report (CAOR)
.SOO 900054 ' Units 1 & 2 (92701)

The inspector reviewod CAOR SOO 900054 which dealt with wold maps
not being updated in a_ timely manner. The root causa analysis revealed

_

conflicting and inodoquate proceduto requirements specifying similar or
identical responsibilities for two different organizations, DNE (Division of
Nuclear Engincoring) and DCRM (Document Control and Records
Management)in maintaining wold records. For correctivo action the licensoo |
assigned the work to a contral organization, Sito Wolding Section, and
revised the proceduros. The CAOR was not schedule to be closed until July
1992;Wuse the wold maps were stillin the process of being updated.
Thi 4 A or wu concerned however, over how this programmatic problem

on implementation of the ISI program.& 4
,

i

The ingsctor'wont to the supervisor of the sito wolding sectim to discuss
what progress was being made to correct the wold maps, Thoso
discussions revealed that the wolding section had identified all of drawing |
ert_ ors since operation of the plant started. This was a population of 780
modifications rrvniring changes. Further discussions also revealed that
although tu pp.7 tion was not expected to got any larger duo to the

__ . _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _
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controls in offect, the welding section was only 30% completo in updatin0
the wold maps.

The inspector doP.sd to reconcilo the comploted drawings with tho wold
maps in the ISI program. Of tho updated wold maps only two woro

,

applicablo to the ISI program. A comparison of the two comploted wold '

maps with the ISI program wold maps rovealed that ono ISI wold map was '

missing two wolds. The wold map that was in error was on the Unit 1
safety injection system and had boon worked on Maintenance Work Order
COO 3957. In earlier discussion with the ISI supervisor, the inspector was
warned that if problems woro to be found they would bo in Maintenance
Work Roquests (MWR) or Maintenanco Work Orders (MWO) and not on
Modification Work Plans becauso ISI was or the front and and back and
review cycle for Modification Work Plan packages and this was not the caso
for MWR's or MWO's.

The inspector expressed his concern to senior management in a preliminary
exit on April 2,1992. When the inspector returned to the sito on April 6,I

1992 ho found that management had established a sito investi ation of theG
concern that had workod all wookond going through MWR's, MWO's, and
tho 780 wold map discropancies to datormino the root cause and its of fects
on the ISI work activities. The causo was established as a weakness in the
Ropair and Replacement Proceduto SSP-6.9, in that it did not fully delinoato
responsibilities as to who was to provido information nooded for ISI to
updato their pro 0 ram.

However, an informal arrangement had boon initiated betwoon the site OC
group and the sito ISI group. Sito GC had boon requestod to send a copy of
all welding and NDE inspection reports to the ISI group. The invosti ation0
team discovered as a result of their audit, that this system apparently had
worked well because no ISI wold map was found discrepant with the
exception of the om found by the inspector.

i

The licensoo established immediato corrective action of requiring mechanical;

maintenanco planning provido a sign off in MWR's for the sito ISI group to
perform an initial review and a final review. This will_be required until SSP-
6.9 can be revised. Tho revision of SSP-6.9 will provide for the sito ISI
group to perform a final revioiv of ASME Section XI work documents so they '

- will recolve the latest information on what repairs and replacements have
'

boon performed, in addition OMP-110.1 will be revised in requiro the site
OC group forward a copy of all welding and NDE inspectua reports to the
sito ISI group and the investigation audit will expand its scopo to verify all
system work that may offect ISI including constructia.

_._ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - - , _.. _ .. _ .,__ _ , _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _- - _ _ _ _ . ___ _ _
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The licensoo was informod that inadequato procedural requiremonts to
assign responsibilities for repair and replacement work activities was an
Apparent Violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Critoria V and was reported as
Apparent Violation 50 327,328/92 09 02," Inadoquato Procedural
Requirements for Repair and Roplacement Activitics".

.

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was identified except
for the Itom discussed in tho above paragraph.

5. Independent Inspection of Erosion / Corrosion Wold Overlay Ropairs Unit 2

At the request of tho Senior Resident inspector for the Sequoyah Plant, the
inspector visually examined wold overlay repairs that had boon applied on
dischargo foodwater piping on the A & B Main Foodwater Pumps. Thoso
repairs had boon appiled during a proceding outago.to reinforce areas of the3-

piping which had soon degradation duo to crosion and corrosion during a
proceding outage. The inspector's review revoaled that the patches had not
boon ground after welding in order that a now baso lino UT could bo taken.
The patches woro relatively largo and obscured numerous grid Intersection
points for UT in areas whero crosion/ corrosion was apparently causing

_

significant damage.

The inspector requestod a mooting to discuss the repairs, with the cognizant
ongincor, to datormino whether the piping had just boon repalrod to last one
outogo and if the piping was to be replaced this outage. The inspector was

,

informed that this was not the caso and that the licensoo had modo a
mistake when the repair surface was not prepared for reinspection and baso
lino inspections performed. The licensoo took stops (issuing work
authorizations) to havo the wold surface preparod. Howevor, this item will
be tracked with an Inspector Followup Item 60-327,328/92-09-03
" Improper Surface Preparation for Ultrasonic Examination of Erosion
/ Corrosion Wold Overlay Ropairs", in order that subsoquent NRC inspection
will be performed on this issue to datormino the extent of the problem.

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was identified.

6. Followup on NRC Bulletin 87 02 (TI-2500/27)

(Closed) BU-87-02 "Fastoner Testing to Dotormino Conformanco with
Applicablo Material Specifications". The inspectors' review of CAOR Nos.
SOP 871115, SOP-880082, and discussions with ' cognizant QC and
procuromont personnel revealed that TVA has taken the necessary correctivo
measuros to. insure that nonconforming fastonors are identified and cannot,

be utilized in plant systems. In addition, fastenors identified as,

_ ._..__ _._.__.__ _ _ _ _.._ _ _ _ _
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nonconforming in responso to this bullotin have boon accounted for and have
boon discarded.

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was identified.

7. Exit Interview

The inspection scopo and results woro summarized on April 10,1992, with -
,

those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspector described the areas -

inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed below.
Propriotary information is not contained in this report. Dissenting comments |
woro not recolved from the licensoo. ~

;

(Open) Apparent Violation 50-327,328/92-0B-01, Failuro of Ultrasonic
Examinors to Discern Crack from Root Geometry, paragraph 2

.

.

(Opon) Apparent Violation 50-327,328/92-09-02, Inadequato Procedural -

Requirements for Ropair and Replacement Activitio% paragraph 4
;

(Open) Apparent Violation 50 327,328/92 09-04, Failure to Follow
Procedure for Placomont of Lead Lottor_ "F" on Radiographic Film, paragraph
3

(Open) Inspector Followup Item 50-327,328/92-09 03, improper Surfaco
Preparation for Ultrasonic Examination of Erosion / Corrosion Wold Overlay
Repairs, paragraph 5

;

e

r

)
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